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Abstract
T ran s fo rm

This paper proposes a real-time head pose estimation
system using a new image matching technique. The
system consists ofa trainingstage,in which subspace
dictionaries for classifyinghead poses are computed using template matching and the factorization method,
and a recognition stage,in which head poses are estimated usingthe subspace method.
The system uses the method ofadaptivelyscaled template matching,in which the expansion ratio ofthe
template is adapted to the size ofthe tracked object and
a search distribution with high center densityis used for
position and expansion ratio search.It is eãective for
accuratelytrackingregions and feature points on a face.
The new method also increases the number ofsuccessful detections ofthe object because it rarelymisses the
point ofmaximum similarity.
A head-centered coordinate system (H-coordinates)
is also proposed for representing head poses independently ofcamera position. Using H-coordinates,we
can classifyhead poses bytwo variables (horizontal and
vertical angles)independentlyofinclininghead motion
(tilt angle),which does not change the gaze.
Numerical experiments show the eãectiveness ofthe
proposed method.
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Figure 1. (a)A conventional scanning method
in case that the template size is smaller than the
object in the image. (b)The adaptively scaled
template matching method. The resolution of
matching position is equivalent to that ofthe
object image. The expansion ratio ofthe template is a continuous value adapted to the object
size.

ing methods compute pyramidal images to perform image matching for size-changing image objects such as
a face.
Image matching for images ofa three-dimensional
object must handle performance degradation caused by
displacement and size change ofan object image. This
paper proposes a method ofadaptivelyscaled template
matching, which is more accurate and robust than a
method using pyramidal images because it calculates
the expansion ratio ofa template, which is adapted to
the size ofthe object.

1 Introduction
There are several applications of head pose estimation in image sequences. For example, we consider the
application ofan alarm system that detects whether or
not a driver looks aside while driving a vehicle.
Head pose estimation by image processing using a
single camera, which is discussed in this paper, is safer
than that using a range ånder, and it is faster and its
hardware is simpler than methods using stereo image
matching[
1]
.
Head pose estimation systems need to use geometrical methods such as the factorization method[
2]using face feature points, and image matching methods
such as template matching[
3, 4]
. The template matching methods can be used for detecting a face or face
feature points. M any conventional template match-

The proposed system consists oftwo stages:the årst
is the training stage, in which subspace dictionaries
for classifying head poses are computed oã-line using template matching and the factorization method.
In the second stage, face images are classiåed online
into one ofseven head pose classes using the subspace method[
5](the CLAFIC method[
6]
). Adaptively
scaled template matching is eãectively used for accuratelytracking regions and feature points on a face in
both stages.
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Figure 2. Two types of search distributions
with high center density, which are used in the
adaptively scaled template matching method.
Search points are indicated by \è". (a) A twodimensional search distribution used for position
search. (b) A one-dimensional search distribution used for expansion ratio search.
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Figure 3. (a) The relation between the camera
coordinates and the object. (b) The relation
between head coordinates and the object. (c)
The relation between head coordinates and the
camera coordinates.

Adaptively Scaled Template Matching

For dealing with changes of the object size, conventional template matching methods make use of pyramidal images, whose size ratios are generally åxed and
have the same intervals. Each image layer of the pyramid is scanned in order to ånd the location of maximum similarity (Fig.1(a)).
Adaptively scaled template matching does not compute pyramidal images. Instead, the template is positioned on the object image and expanded dynamically with an arbitrary ratio (Fig.1(b)). The proposed
method has higher accuracy in estimating the object
position and scale compared to conventional methods.
The expansion ratio of the template is a continuous
value adapted to the object size. W e set the number of sampling points that are compared in template
matching equal to the number of pixels of the original
template for convenience of computation. There are
pixels that are excluded in the expanded template in
matching. The minimum intervals are set to one pixel
for the position search and a ratio of about 0.005 for
the expansion ratio search.
W e use two types of search distributions with high
center density (Fig.2). A two-dimensional search distribution is used for the position search. A onedimensional search distribution is used for the expansion ratio search. For each frame, template matching using the search distribution is iterated until the
matching position converges. Head movements are
mostly smooth, so that a local search in the neighborhood of the matching position in the previous frame is
feasible. For larger head motions, an accurate search
needs more computing time.
Adaptively scaled template matching performs image matching with great accuracy of position and expansion ratio, but also increases the number of successful detections of the object because the adaptively
scaled search rarely misses the point of maximum similarity.

Adaptively scaled template matching is used for face
and face feature point tracking during the training
stage(Fig.4(a)). The qualitative trinary representation
(QTR)[7] is used for computing the matching measure. The QTR is based on the relative intensity magnitude of neighboring pixel values, and enables us to
perform fast and accurate template matching. Adaptively scaled template matching is also used for face
detection in the recognition stage(Fig.4(b)). The similarity deåned in the subspace method[5, 6] is used here
as a matching measure.

3 Head-Centered Coordinate System
3.1

Rotation matrices of head poses

The result of shape and motion acquisition using factorization [2] is obtained for the camera coordinates.
W e suppose that face images are obtained for the camera layout of Fig.3(a). The head pose for the f -th
image frame is obtained as the result of the factorization, which is described by the rotation matrix RCf C
for the camera coordinates and deåned as
X Cf = RCf C X C ;

(1)

where X Cf =[XCf YCf ZCf ]T is the position of a feature point for the f -th frame, and X C1 is represented
as X C .
W e deåne the head-centered coordinate system (Hcoordinates) and coordinate axes XHf YHf ZHf , which
are åxed on the object (Figs.3(b), (c)). H-coordinates
have the advantage that we can consider head poses
that do not depend on camera position.
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Figure 5. Face regions (large rectangles) and
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by template matching.
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The position of a feature point in the f -th frame
is X Hf = [XHf YHf ZHf ]T for H-coordinates, and
X H1 is represented as X H . The relation between Hcoordinates and the camera coordinates is shown by
Fig.3(c). The head pose for H-coordinates is described
by RHf H deåned as

3.2

cos ûsin ícos †
+ sin ûsin †
sin ûsin ícos †
Ä cos ûsin †
cos ícos †

:(5)

Head Pose Estimation System

The head pose estimation is computed using the subspace method[5, 6]. We create subspace dictionaries
of all head pose classes in advance during the training
stage. At the recognition stage, the similarities between the subspaces and input images are calculated,
and face detection and head pose estimation are executed simultaneously.

(2)

If the rotation matrix RCH describes the relation between H-coordinates and the camera coordinates as
X C = RCH X H ; the head pose RHf H for H-coordinates
is obtained using that for the camera coordinates obtained by the factorization as
Ä1 Ä1
RHf H = RCH
RCf C RCH :

cos ûsin ísin †
Ä sin ûcos †
sin ûsin ísin †
sin ûcos í
+ cos ûcos †
Ä sin í
cos ísin †

cos ûcos í

Figure 4. (a) The head pose template building
system (the training stage). (b) The head pose
estimation system (the recognition stage).

X Hf = RHf H X H :

†Hf ;
íHf ; (4)
ûHf ;

4.1

Training stage

At the training stage (Fig.4(a)), we årst obtain
the positions of face feature points (eyes, nose, mouth
edges) for each image sequence (each person) by manually labeling regions in selected frames. Then templates of face and face feature points are cropped on the
basis of the positions. Template matching using these
templates is performed (Fig.5) to obtain face feature
points for a number of image frames. The QTR is used
for computing the matching measure, and adaptively
scaled template matching is used here.
Next we calculate the head pose of each image frame.
We use the factorization method[2] for manually labeled frames, and use a method using the pseudoinverse matrix of the shape matrix S, explained below, for frames labeled by template matching, because
the latter method is fast and can prevent an eãect of
outliers on other frames after S is obtained.

(3)

Pose representation in H-coordinates

We think that head poses are classiåed eéciently
in H-coordinates, deåned above, because it has the advantage that we do not depend on camera position and
that we are independent of inclining head motion (tilt
angle), which does not change the gaze. This coordinate system enables us to represent a nod or shake motion by changing one angle and åxing the other angles.
H-coordinates are used for labeling images in the training stage and for estimation in the recognition stage.
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Figure 7. Results of the head pose estimation in various lighting conditions. The head pose estimates are shown
graphically in the lower right corners.
Mnew = Wnew S y ;
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where Wnew contains feature points of the new frame,
and the pseudo-inverse matrix S y is calculated by S y =
S T (SS T )Ä 1 .
Each head pose obtained above is transformed into
H-coordinates. These are classiåed into seven classes
(Fig.6(a)), which are shown graphically (Fig.6(b)) at
the recognition stage. For example, class 0 belongs to
the region whose horizontal and vertical angles (deg.)
are †>Ä20 and í<0, respectively. Finally, the subspaces of all head pose classes are computed by principal component analysis.
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4.2

Recognition stage

At the recognition stage (Fig.4(b)), nostril detection
and face detection using pyramidal images and a raster
image scan are performed as the årst step of face detection only when the detection in the previous frame
is missed.
Nostril detection is used for accelerating the search
and increasing the ratio of successful detection. The
detection uses the separability ålter and pattern veriåcation using the subspace method[8].
The system detects the face more accurately and
classiåes the head pose into one of seven classes
(frontal, upper frontal, lower frontal, upper left, lower
left, upper right, lower right) (Fig.6) using adaptively
scaled template matching in the second step. The face
detection and estimation is based on the similarity between the subspace dictionary and the cropped face
images. This system can process 20 frames per second
on a Pentium4 3GHz PC.

(b)
Figure 6. (a) The seven classes of head poses
(classes 0{6). (b) The results of head pose estimation. The head pose estimates are shown
graphically in the lower right corners.

The measurement matrix W , the motion matrix M
and the shape matrix S satisfy
W = M S;

(7)

(6)

where W is built from the positions of face feature
points in the images, M contains object poses (head
poses), and S represents the three-dimensional shape
of the feature points. The object poses are obtained
using singular value decomposition (SVD).
If we have already obtained S from some frames, an
object pose Mnew of a new frame is computed as

5

Experiments

We captured face images of 21 people in various lighting conditions while they were sitting in the
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Figure 8. Head pose sequence of a shaking head. The estimates of the horizontal angles for the proposed method
(solid line) and the system without adaptively scaled matching (dotted line) are compared. The head poses
obtained by the factorization method are shown by "Ç". The error of the conventional method becomes larger
at points of large horizontal angles.
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Conclusion

A real-time head pose estimation system using a new
template matching technique was proposed in this paper. The adaptively scaled template matching method
is a fast and accurate image matching method for object regions of changing size in the image. The method
was successfully applied to the problem of head pose
estimation.
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